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The Witches’
Wisdom Tarot
Working with any Tarot opens a world of wonder and possibility
before you. And just as you don’t have to be Hindu to practice
yoga, or Buddhist to meditate, you don’t have to be a Witch to
benefit from Witches’ wisdom.
As a young woman living in New
York City, I thought my vision of the
ordinary world gave me all the insights
and empowerment I needed. I was
a social justice lawyer fighting organized crime in trade unions, struggling to make the world a better place.
But my ordinary life was starting to fill
with magical occurrences for which I
had no logical explanation – dreams
came true and impossible intuitions
were accurate, sychronicities, signs
and sensitivities were expanding my
perception.
And the one day, at the urging of a
friend, I found myself in the back of
a dusty, dimly lit bookstore, seated
across a tiny table from a plump, darkhaired woman busily shuffling a deck
of oversized Tarot cards.
Strange as it was, I felt utterly calm,
willing, ready. For the next hour
she told me about my life but what
impressed me most was when she
described a secret that I had shared
with no one. As she gathered up the
cards, she asked me the question that
changed my life.
“I have a women’s circle that meets
every week,” she said. “I think you
might find what you’re looking for
there. Why don’t you come?”
I thanked her politely and said I’d
think about it, paid her and left. I
didn’t think about it. After all, she

was a Witch. I got on with my life,
months passed and then, one afternoon, my life changed. A woman
who had repeatedly appeared in my
dreams appeared before me at the
Metropolitan Museum of Art. She
was larger than life and carved from
marble. The plaque beside her said:
The Libyan Sibyl.
Sibyl means Witch.
For the next three and a half years,
I studied with a hidden coven of
Witches and my life filled with magic.
Despite 500 years of defamation
and persecution, today Witchcraft
is the fastest growing spirituality in
the United States and it’s spreading
across the globe. Now more than
ever, the world needs its Witches.
Witches have always known how to
live in a sacred way because they live
in a sacred world. Witches know that
Spirit and Earth are One.
Though much has been lost, we
have the same techniques and the
same great spiritual teacher, Nature.
Witches are remembering what they
have always known: magic happens
when we open our hearts and invite
Spirit to flow into us and through
us into the world. Spells, rituals,
practices and techniques are how we
work with that divine energy, giving
it form and shape in our lives and in
the world.

About The Author
Phyllis Curott is a spiritual trailblazer
and Priestess, an attorney and bestselling
author whose groundbreaking books,
including the latest Wicca Made Easy,
have made Wicca accessible to the world
and awakened an entire generation to
the Goddess. www.phylliscurott.com
Danielle Barlow is an artist, herb
grower, and Hedgewitch living on the
northern edge of Dartmoor, England.
She is the creator of the Green Wheel
Oracle (2017).
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Witches know that magic is an essential part of who we are. But sometimes we doubt ourselves. We doubt
that magic is real. We doubt that the
world is charged through with divinity. We need a mirror to see clearly, a
spell to clear the way, a guide to help
us find our way.
Whether or not you’re a Witch, we all
need divination.
Divination – Messages and Magic
Divination shows you the hidden
forces within you, in the past, the
present and the future. But Witches
know there’s more magic in the
method. Most empowering of all,
divination is a way for you to speak
directly to the Divine and receive an
answer that is always in your best
interests.
Divination is proof that the Universe
is alive, aware and engaged with your
well-being. It’s deeply healing to
realize that you’re not alone. There’s
always a wise, loving and sacred presence to provide the guidance you
need. All you have to do is ask.
The Libyan Sibyl was a sister of the
Oracle of Delphi. Inscribed over
the entrance to her temple were the
words Know thyself. Divination
is a magical mirror to see yourself
through the eyes of the Divine. It enables you to see how your past, your
attitudes and emotions, patterns and
projections are influencing your life
and setting the course for your future.
It enables you to change, to choose
and to create your destiny.
Divination helps you recognize your
wounds and shows you how to heal
them. And when you heal yourself,
you heal your future and the world.
Divination shows you your gifts and
how to cultivate them. And when you
offer your gifts to the world, the world
becomes a better place for you and
for everyone. Divination empowers
your to unlock the magic within you,
to see circumstances and influences
and the future so you can make the
best choices and create your best possible life and the best possible world.
Knowing what may come is empow-
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ering, not because you can control
everything - in fact, you can’t control everything. But you can control
yourself and how you respond. That is
how you begin to transform fate into
destiny. And magic helps because the
first thing magic changes is you. Divination is magic in action. And one of
the best divination tools is the Tarot.
Tarot – Meaning and Magic
The Witches’ Wisdom Tarot is full of
magic. To fully manifest that magic,
it’s useful to know three crucial events
in the history of Tarot. The Tarot
(tarocchi) appeared in Italy in the
14th century, just as Witches were
disappearing. 78 unnamed and unnumbered cards were divided into
two categories: 22 “trumps” which
were images of figures, and 56 cards,
organized in four groups of “suits” or
“pips,” which were images of symbols
– spades/swords, hearts/cups, clubs/
batons and diamonds/coins. Originally used for gaming and gambling,
the cards were quickly put to the task
of foretelling the future, primarily by
and for women.
Then, beginning in the late 18th
century, theories about the Tarot’s
mystical origins and purpose began to
appear. None were ever corroborated
but its reinvention as an esoteric
path for spiritual awakening had begun. The trumps were renamed the
Major Arcana, the suits the Minor
Arcana, activating the cards potency
and possibilities: arcana means the
mysterious or specialized knowledge,
language, or information accessible
or possessed only by an initiate.
In 1910, two initiates of the Hermetic Order
of the Golden
Dawn, a British
esoteric group,
created a Tarot
deck with a remarkable transformation in imagery
and interpretation.
The artist Patricia
Smith and the writer Arthur Waite
were members of
the Golden Dawn,

which was devoted to the alchemical refinement of the human spirit.
They practiced ceremonial magic as
the art of changing consciousness
at will, transforming the lead of an
unknowing mind into the gold of an
enlightened spirit.
Together, Waite and Smith created
their deck, published by the Rider
company, (for brevity the Rider deck)
as a guide for the soul’s journey.
It revolutionized the appearance,
meaning and use of the Tarot.
Smith replaced the Minor Arcana’s
geometric arrangement of symbols
with human figures engaged in a wide
range of daily activities, events and
emotions that make up the journey
of human life. She used the Golden
Dawn’s system of magical correspondences, (that drew upon early Greek
philosophers), to help tell these stories, incorporating the elements and
their symbols or magical tools – air/
sword, fire/wand (baton), water/cups
and earth/pentacles (coins) - as metaphors for the journey of human life.
The second half of the revolution
was the new interpretation provided
by Waite, particularly with regard
to the Major Arcana, which he also
numbered and named. Drawing on
his occult knowledge and training,
Waite focused on correspondences
between the Tarot, esoteric magic,
and the Qabbalah, a body of Jewish
mysticism, using those systems to
craft new meanings for the cards. He
also included simple fortune-telling
formulas like: “Perfect contentment,
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felicity, ecstasy; also speedy intelligence; gold.” but his significant contribution was
to the Major Arcana as a meditative and magical map for the soul’s transformation.
That has been its purpose and value for esoteric practitioners ever since. (The
Minors were considered of less importance for this purpose.)
Soon, other knowledge systems like numerology and astrology were integrated into
Tarot interpretation and the Tarot became a tapestry connecting Western mystical
systems. And the esoteric philosophy, practice and symbols of the Golden Dawn
that were integrated into the Rider deck also had an important influence on the
modern revival of Witchcraft. An example is the Table of Correspondences, which
organizes the four elements and their related magical tools along with aspects of
Nature and human nature, deities and more.

Witches Wisdom
A 78-Card Deck & Guidebook
by Phyllis Curott
Illustrated by Danielle Barlow
Publisher: Hay House
$39.99, ISBN: 9781788173216

Rider Tarot cards are rich with symbolism, and for a long to time, to fully understand
the code and its meanings, you needed to be a Golden Dawn initiate. But that
hasn’t been the case for a long time - now anyone can learn the esoteric meanings.
And the Minor Arcana’s remarkable accuracy for foretelling has also helped make
the Rider deck the gold standard (alchemical pun intended) in the creation of
countless new decks and has made Tarot reading increasingly popular. Its imagery,
interpretations and values have remained largely unaltered for the last 100 years,
though people are increasingly replaced by characters from cats to comic book
heroes, and even modern Witch’s decks rely heavily on the Rider deck’s imagery.
The next important shift occurred in the 1980’s. A group of Tarot writers and readers, primarily women, took Tarot interpretation in a modern direction. Expanding
on their knowledge of the esoteric interpretation, Rachel Pollock, Mary Greer,
Angeles Arrien, Gail Fairfield, James Wanless and others reinterpreted the cards
using a new system of knowledge - psychology.

Psychologist Carl Jung’s conception of archetypes now explained why the Major Arcana held such potent psychological meaning for seekers, and his theories of synchronicity explained how the Tarot cards worked with such
remarkable accuracy. The Minor Arcana cards with their depictions of daily life took on deeper value than it had for
esotericists and ‘fortune tellers.” Tarot became an increasingly popular tool to help people understand themselves
better and so transform their lives.
The trend ever since has been towards this more “humanistic” Tarot. This approach integrates the Rider deck’s esoteric
symbolism and dynamics with the insights of psychology to explain the influences that affect, motivate and make us
who we are. The advice of the Delphic oracle reverberates in today’s interpretation: self-awareness, personal growth
and the possibility of awakening to the presence of a
living, conscious and caring Universe. There
is an essential harmony of purpose to both
approaches – giving people greater insight
into themselves and their innate capacities
to create lives of meaning and fulfillment
within a greater, even divine, context.
Today, Tarot has become a mirror in
which to see the Self, what is hidden and holy within, a telescope to
see what lies ahead and a method
of magical/spiritual transformation.
But we continue to search for deeper
self-awareness, greater foresight and
more meaningful magic. Why? Because something essential is missing
from the Rider deck and its progeny.
As Rachel Pollock wisely noted, “…
any system of divination will tell us
something, but the quality of that
something depends on the values
within the system.”
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The Power Of

The Words
by Jacques Martel

The words that I use are the physical representation of my thought and the beginning of its
materialization and therefore of my actions.
They shape the daily life of the individual that I am.
And it is my responsibility to clarify my thinking,
especially with the words I use. The power of words
can bring me more healing and freedom, as thoughts create, and words manifest.
In the Mystic system which has partially survived in Indian yoga schools, Words are power, and Words create. For all
creation is expression and everything already exists in the secret abode of Infinity and only needs to be manifested
by an active Consciousness. Some Vedic schools of thought suggest that worlds were created by the Goddess of the
Word and that Sound is the first etheric vibration that precedes their formation. It is said that “men create the gods
in themselves by the mantra” writes Sri Aurobindo in The Secret of the Veda. And since the words I use create
my reality, it is of the utmost importance that they are accurate and carefully put together. Thus, the thought of
God has as its goal the creation of forms. The highest form of architecture, in both the physical and the spiritual
worlds, manifests itself when being accurate in choosing words and phrases. The Word is the most precious tool
for entering the spiritual realm. At all times and in all circumstances, I must pay close attention to the words that
I use and ensure that I have a positive attitude when I speak them.
											
Often, I talk with people about the importance of choosing words. As an example, if I correct a person who is using the expression “This is hell! “ and I tell them not to use that expression because it has a negative effect, they
often tell me: “ But for me, it is positive… what I meant to say is that it is extraordinary. “ I explain to them
that even if I am in front of my computer, with a big smile and full of good intentions and that I type: “definition
of the word “Hell”, it will certainly be negative. And that is the definition that my brain, “my computer”, records
every time I hear or say the expression “This is hell”. If I repeat this negative expression often in my daily life, I
risk creating “a life of hell” and then I would wonder why life is so difficult and unfair!!!
Words, carriers of energy.									
Words carry an energy, whether I realize it or not. The word itself plus the intent I put into it will determine the
impact that it will have on me and on others.
The energy that is carried in each word can be either positive or negative. Every time I devalue myself, criticize
myself or feel guilty, I bring negative energy on me and destroy myself. I may complain that I was not encouraged
by my parents, when I was young, or by the people around me or by my friends at school, but what about my behavior towards myself now? I have the choice to stop destroying myself with negative thoughts and words. I can
feed myself through the use of more positive thoughts and words, filled with love and light.
There is the language that I use when I am talking to myself and the language that I use when I am speaking with
others. When I send negative energy to another person, I am sending them an energy of destruction. In this case,
this affects me in two ways. First, by the law of return, the negative energy will come back to me when I use these
negative thoughts or words.
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more likely to manifest that in the
physical world.
Interestingly, the four mental skills
that are the most important to develop in athletes are relaxation, goal
management, imagery, and internal
dialogue.

POWER OF THE WORDS...
THAT FREE ME!
by Jacques Martel
Publisher: Editions ATMA
Internationales
$12.95, ISBN: 9782923364810

Secondly, this negative energy is released into my own energy field, also
called “aura”, which will affect me.
I think, I believe, I know!
Here is an example that illustrates
how important the choice of words is.
If I ask an athlete: “What are your
chances of winning the next competition?”
They have the choice to answer me:
I think I will win ...
I believe I will win ...
I know I will win!
Which of the following answers emits
the most positive energy?
Which of the following answers shows
the greatest self-confidence?
“I think” shows a low percentage of
confidence in a win.
“I believe” shows an average percentage of confidence in a win.
“I know” is showing complete confidence in their chance of a win.
If this athlete disciplines themself to
have conversations and constantly
uses “I know I will win”, they are much
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Self-talk becomes truly destructive
when a person engages in self-assessment or labeling themselves negatively, as a “loser” etc. When people
have this negative self-perception,
they will often behave in a way that
confirms their perception to prove
themselves right. This negative dialogue will also influence the person’s
general self-esteem, leading, in some
cases to depression.
The Power of Words: The Book
The years from 1998 to 2013 were an
active period for me giving personal
development workshops. During
these workshops, I regularly corrected participants on the expressions
that they were using, knowing that “I
become what I focus on.” This is
an important spiritual law. Thus, my
brain and my subconscious mind will
help me to manifest the universe in
which I express myself. Often, my
students would ask me if there was
something written about these principles. I realized that there was a real
need to get all my knowledge and experience written done so others could
benefit from it. That is why I decided
to write the book: The power of the
words…that free me1!
Words influence my behavior with
others and help me in all aspects of
my life (family, relationships, work,
business and more). I have also applied these principles in my lectures
and in my books.
We know that the brain does not differentiate between what is real, imaginary, virtual or symbolic. Whatever
I say, my brain and my subconscious
mind will to some extent interpret it
real. I must be aware that my mind
is an excellent tool but a bad Master.
If I program it correctly, it will work
for me and become my best friend.
The exercises included in my book are
based on the principle that as Soul, I

can do anything, I know everything,
and I am everywhere. The Soul awareness that I AM makes me realize
where my true power comes from.
From this principle, I move forward
towards Total Freedom, True Love,
and Infinite Wisdom.
Change				
If my rational mind is resisting making changes in my choices of words
and my behaviors, I just have to ask it
to “play a game with me”, reassuring
it that I will always give my rational
mind its rightful place. So instead of
making an enemy of it, I will make
it a friend at my service, and it will
prove to be a very powerful tool in my
personal transformation and towards
what I want in life.
Deep within myself, I often want
to have full control and power over
myself. It is enough to simply set
up some rules of operation. One of
the best-selling books in personal
development is Dr. Murphy’s “The
Power of your subconscious mind”.

Interestingly, the four mental skills
that are the most important to
develop in athletes are relaxation,
goal management, imagery, and
internal dialogue.
My brain is a super powerful 5th
generation computer that just needs
to be programmed properly to be “at
my service”.
When I talk, who I really am comes
out in the conversation. My words
reflect who I am. I just have to listen
to the way a person expresses themselves (the words that they choose)
and I will then learn who that person
is in reality because I can only express thoughts that are a reflection
of myself.
Speaking in Terms of MORE
(abundance)
My training as an engineer has led me
to always keep the practical aspects of
personal and spiritual development.
For example, the exercise of speaking

(1)Jacques Martel, Les Éditions ATMA Internationales ISBN: 978-2-923364-81-0
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in terms of “MORE” ensures that when I speak, I can always use the term
MORE in my vocabulary and still be real.
It is a matter of paying attention to my vocabulary and replacing all the uses
of «less» in a conversation with «more». Instead of saying that something is
“less expensive” instead say that it is “more economical”.
If I am focusing on “less” I create a mindset of scarcity where as if I focus
on “more”, I focus on a mindset of abundance. By example, if I ask a person
“how are you today?” and they reply “Not bad”, that is a mindset of scarcity. If
they reply “I am doing great”, that is a mindset of abundance.
When I think in terms of “less” or scarcity, I am moving towards a limitation
of consciousness.
When I think in terms of “more”, I am moving towards an expansion of
consciousness.
Mentally, I will begin to think in terms of «more» and abundance. This will
reflect itself in my subconscious mind.
Careful selection of words makes it easier for my subconscious mind to
manifest situations where I will find myself with more abundance, more opportunity, more joy in my life, more freedom, more wisdom, and more love.
This makes me more aware of the unlimited potential that I have within me
and I only need to manifest my desires to positively change my reality.
If I doubt this principle, it is simply a matter of agreeing to “play the game”
and watch the results unfold because it is part of the laws of the universe!

About the Author		
Jacques Martel is an internationally
known therapist, trainer, and speaker. A pioneer in the field of personal
development, he has created new
methods and practical exercises that
allow deep and permanent emotional and spiritual transformations.
He is the author of 13 books.
His personal approach has already
helped thousands of people in finding their way in life.
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CREATE THE ALTAR OF
YOUR OWN CONSCIOUSNESS
Excerpts from Kundalini Yoga Sadhana Guidelines:
Create Your Daily Spiritual Practice, 2nd Edition

W

hen we drop our constraints,
fears, and attachments to
the mind’s concepts of what
is actually beyond the mind, we find
the unlimited presence of God within
us and all around us. We realize our
natural connection to things—beyond
our conditioning and beliefs about
ourselves. This is the purpose of all
religions and wisdom paths—the
singular experience of oneness with all,
to know that we’re not alone.

remains that every human mind
belongs to infinity and to creativity.
But in practical action, it is limited.
Thus, a technical know-how is required
through which a human being can
expand his/her mental faculties in order
to bring about the balance to control
his physical structure and experience
his infinite self. That’s all yoga means
in very simple terms. It is the union of
the individual’s unit consciousness with
the infinite consciousness.

According to the teachings of Kundalini
Yoga, we are spiritual beings having a
human experience. Our job as human
beings is not to search out the spirit
and try to find God. Rather, our task
is to recognize God, recognize our self
as a human being, and recognize the
opportunity in each moment to serve,
to be compassionate and to be kind.

LONGING TO BELONG

The noise and habits of the mind,
our ego and its attachments and fears
block our capacity to recognize God
and the Infinite within our self. We
often hold an assumption that God
is something outside of ourselves,
separate, distant or accessible to only
a few. In this Aquarian Age, we must
find the experience of the divine within
us, connect to our own higher Self and
deliver that reality in the actions and
attitudes of our life.
Classically, our potential self is infinite,
whether we know it or not. The fact

In this context, sadhana is everything
we do on a daily basis as our selfdiscipline and our commitment to our
higher self. It is a spiritual practice in
which we confront the tendencies of
our mind and ego and, out of love, we
invite in the dimensions of our soul,
spirit and intuition. In its essence, it is
a process of refinement, development
and mastery.
As we learned from eastern traditions,
a sadhu is a being who has disciplined
himself. Likewise, the definition of a
yogi is a person who has totally leaned
on the supreme consciousness, which
is God. The purpose of sadhana is,
then, to arrive at the moment when we
go beyond our ego and its limitations.
Morning sadhana—done before the
sunrise—is a special time, a time
when we can sit before the altar of
our own consciousness and have the

opportunity to clean up our inner
world before we engage in the outer
world—our jobs, our families, our
responsibilities.
In the ambrosial hours, the early
hours before the sun comes up, we
become still. We surrender our ego,
our emotions and our reactions to the
clarity, compassion and commitment
that resides in our heart. That is our
higher Self. As we attain this clarity
and stillness, automatically, without
effort, the perception of God in All
comes to us. We experience this insight
uniquely, according to our tattvas,
qualities and karma, but the unity of
the consciousness is available to each
of us.
Sadhana help us to train ourselves to
know our origin which is Infinity. Our
spiritual practice gives us the clarity to
see and enjoy our human experience
and our connection to everything in
creation—through spirit—no matter
what path we have been placed on by
the hands of grace.

INTIMACY WITH INFINITY
When we become a part of the universe,
the universe becomes part of us. That is
creative meditation: minute-to-minute,
time–to–time, being–to–being, place–
to–place, and breath–to–breath. Each
breath which goes in you goes in under
the divine will and it comes out under
divine will. When our mind is totally
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creative, nothing will come to us or happen to us without a purpose. Nothing will
bind you with attachment to the cycle of worry and pain. Creative meditation is
when the creative mind accepts itself as part of the universe. The whole universe then
becomes part of us. A creative mind knows that wherever it is, it can be creative.
Sadhana brings us into an intimate alignment with the reality of who we are: as a
creature of the Creator and as a human being. Each of us must deal daily with our
fluctuating levels of energy. If we know how to tap into the source of energy within
ourselves and our stillness, we can act consciously in every moment and not just
react to the shifting tides that beset us from within and without. Knowing how to
shift gears and adjust our level of energy helps us to act in a way that represents
who we truly are.

SOURCES FOR YOUR PRACTICE
KUNDALINI YOGA SADHANA
GUIDELINES: Create Your Daily
Spiritual Practice – 2nd Edition
by Gurucharan Singh Khalsa, Ph.D.
Publisher: Kundalini Research Institute
Publishing, Española, 2007
$29.95, ISBN: 9780978698980
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This manual exists to serve you and to help you uplift yourself and others. It is
designed for both the new and the experienced student. It focuses on the essential
practice of Kundalini Yoga. A material that offers lectures, essays, insights and a
series of exercises that one can experience and improve one’s own
personal practice.
Originally a volume of the Kundalini Quarterly, “Kundalini Yoga
Sadhana Guidelines” is a revision of the still older Guidelines
for a Successful Sadhana, Volumes 4 & 5, of the KRI Journal
of Science of Consciousness for Living in the Aquarian Age,
published in 1974. Both the original work and the 2nd edition
were compiled by Gurucharan Singh Khalsa, Ph.D., who
worked for decades as Director of Training in Kundalini
Research Institute (KRI). Sadhana Guidelines is one of
KRI’s best sellers, which has sold more than 150,000
copies since its first edition in 1974.
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A MESSAGE Within the MADNESS
of a Global Pandemic
Based on the teachings of

A Course in Miracles - Original Edition

published by COURSE IN MIRACLES SOCIETY

Within me is eternal innocence because it is God's Will that
it be there forever and forever. ACIM OE Lesson 309

Thoughts are incredibly powerful. By our thoughts, we have made this entire
world we seem to live in and think is real. We made this world and then act
as if we were at its mercy, as if it were something outside of us, trying to hurt
us or even kill us.
What if it were true that we made it up! What if this were just a Global
Thought Form, designed and perpetrated by the One Mind of the All that
IS. [For there is but ONE Power, whether it is used for misperception or
for Right Vision --- and truly “Vision sets all things right…”] In this time of
pandemic and panic, it feels as though we are beginning to awaken within
the dream that we made up!
For a while now we have been trying to navigate our situation by making
decisions based on our own best judgment: Wear a mask! | Don’t wear a mask!
Take this seriously! | Don’t give energy to this VIRUS HOAX! and the result
has been chaos.
Yet the way out has been shown to us within A Course In Miracles-Original
Edition [ACIM OE]:
Judgment is but a toy, a whim, the senseless means to play the idle
game of death in your imagination. But vision sets all things right,
bringing them gently within the kindly sway of Heaven’s laws.
What if you recognized this world is an hallucination? What if you
really understood you made it up? What if you realized that those
who seem to walk about in it, to sin and die, attack and murder and
destroy themselves, are wholly unreal? Could you have faith in what
you see if you accepted this? And would you see it?
ACIM OE Text 20.73
If we come to realize that we made up this world of separation, would we
continue to “see it” or would our doubting eyes begin to offer us the opportunity to open our Mind(s) upon a different vista, one in which all things
work together for good! Would we begin to see the light in the seeming
darkness---the way out of our self-made nightmare? Would we see the Message within the Madness!
As our eyes begin to open upon the Real World, we begin to feel the courage within to ask for this Message. Is there a lesson for us, right there in the
very heart of a Global pandemic of the Coronavirus? Can we begin to see
this virus as the out-picturing and clear manifestation of the ego as defined
in ACIM: A thought system thriving on fear yet needing a host to keep it
alive. And are we beginning to realize that we have collectively manifested a
situation, where all peoples must stay apart to rid a virus of its host, as our
Divine wake-up call—A call to remember Who we truly Are!
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I am not a body. I am free. For I am still as God created me.
Yet how could this have happened? A Course in Miracles-Original Edition has taught me that this
‘world’ with all its trials and tribulations came about when, in my fear, I sought to project onto
the outside world all of the fearful thoughts within me. Sin, death, isolation, pain, and sorrow---all
that I saw within---was projected outward as hallucinations and…
Hallucinations serve to meet the goal of madness. They are the means by which the outside world, projected from within, adjusts to sin and seems to witness to its reality. It still
is true that nothing is without. Yet upon nothing are all projections made. For it is the
projection which gives the “nothing” all the meaning that it holds. What has no meaning
cannot be perceived. And meaning always looks within to find itself and then looks out.
ACIM OE Text 20.75, 76
Meaning always looks within to find itself, and there’s the key. To find the meaning (the message) in
everything I experience, I will look within to the Holy Spirit which is the Love that created me and
then look out to see it reflected everywhere. This is my salvation from what I thought was there.
54
If you send forth only the messengers the Holy Spirit gives you, wanting no messages but
theirs, you will see fear no more. The world will be transformed before your sight, cleansed
of all guilt and softly brushed with beauty. The world contains no fear which you laid not
A COURSE IN MIRACLES
upon it. And none you cannot ask love’s messengers to remove from it and see it still.
—ORIGINAL EDITION
The Holy Spirit has given you His messengers to send to each other and return to each by Helen Schucman
with what love sees. They have been given to replace the hungry dogs of fear you sent Publisher: Course In
Miracles Society
instead. And they go forth to signify the end of fear.
$30.00 ISBN: 9780976420071
ACIM OE Text 19.54
When I am troubled it is only because I have looked upon something without the Love in my heart which would show
me its eternal loveliness.
I am the dreamer of the dream and I have the power, given to me in my creation, to align my will with the Will of the
All that Is and then to look out upon a world redeemed.
Elder Brother, through the scribe Helen Schucman in ACIM OE, so lovingly and gently guides us to the deliverance
from this horror that we ‘think’ is all about us, when He tells us:
Hallucinations disappear when they are recognized for what they are. This is the healing and the remedy. Believe
them not, and they are gone. And all you need to do is recognize you did this.
ACIM OE Text 20.74
I did this, and thus, I have been suffering from what I thought was real and could not be changed? I suffered from a
world that I made up and now I can choose again!
When I withdraw my belief in sin and death and look instead upon the sinlessness and eternal life of my most beautiful Soul and project that outward, I am shown a world washed in innocence. I no longer judge, but let Him Who is my
Guide, lead the way.
Let Him be judge as well of everything that seems to happen to you in this world. His lessons will enable you
to bridge the gap between illusions and the truth. He will remove all faith that you have placed in pain, disaster, suffering, and loss. He gives you vision which can look beyond these grim appearances and can behold the
gentle face of Christ in all of them.
ACIM OE Lesson 151.10
All the guidance I need is within those pages:
“When anything seems to you to be a source of fear, when any situation strikes you with terror and makes your
body tremble and the cold sweat of fear comes over it...Remember the holy Presence of the One given to you
to be the Source of judgment. Give it to Him to judge for you, and say:
Take this from me and look upon it, judging it for me. Let me not see it as a sign of sin and death nor use it for destruction.
Teach me how not to make of it an obstacle to peace, but let You use it for me to facilitate its coming.”
ACIM OE Text 19.88,89
I want the peace of God. The peace of God is everything I want.
The peace of God is my one goal; the aim of all my living here, the end I seek,
my purpose and my function and my life while I abide where I am not at home. Lesson 205
Course in Miracles Society (CIMS) is an international group of Course students and teachers organized to discover,
authenticate, and propagate the divine teachings of A Course in Miracles. As students, we seek to increase our knowledge
of Jesus’ words and to deepen our experience of his teaching. As teachers, we work to circulate the message of A Course
in Miracles throughout the world by our words, by our deeds and by the example of our lives. Jcim.net

Reprinted with kind permission from Sex Death
Enlightenment by Mark Matousek of Monkfish Book
Publishing Company of Rhinebeck, NY.

THE MOTHER

"
DOOR
IS ALWAYS
OPEN . "
THE

“I am your mother,” Meera had told me, and now,
with my fear of childhood exposed, I could begin to
grasp the truth of what she meant. Just as Mother was
not my master, but an embodiment of all-embracing
love, so, she seemed to be saying, were all things
in life facet of this great diamond. The Mother of
creation had been speaking to me through everyone
I’d ever encountered, in ten thousand voices and ten
SEX DEATH ENLIGHTENMENT:
thousand ways: through the lesion on John’s foot;
A True Story
by Mark Matousek
through Bob and Alexander; through the S&M boy
Publisher: Monkfish Book Publishing
on Christopher Street; through Ariel Jordan; through
$16.95, ISBN: 9781948626255
Andy Warhol and Doris and the voices on my tape
recorder, each with its own wisdom, its lesson, its
message of how to live or how not to live; through Stephen Levine, Dr. Pushpa, and
those dying in hospice; through Carole, of course, her love and her death; through the
lives of saints, the dharma filtering through the world and into my heart; and finally
through Ida— my own dark mother—broken as she had been by her grief. Through all
these myriad voices, the Mother had been instructing me, never stopping for a minute.
This reminded me of a parable in which the enlightened seeker is compared to an infant
sobbing in its mother’s lap. The woman strokes her baby’s head, rocks him against her
breast with infinite love and infinite patience. Finally, when he can cry no more, the
child begins to quiet down and, wiping his eyes, looks up to see the luminous face of
the One who’s holding him. He feels the softness of her belly and knows, for the first
time, who and what he has always been, the progeny of this great mother, joined to her
in body and spirit, never abandoned and never alone. When the baby finally sees her,
the mother smiles, and seeing her grin, the child learns to smile too.
There was no master, I saw now, no one to take the burden or joys of life from me.
There was only a mother to redirect me back to myself, and the light of understanding
in my own heart. Just as a mother might prepare her child to move out into the world,
Mother Meera was reminding me to stop looking outside myself for answers; to be still
and listen to the voice of my own soul, trusting that I was in good hands. My own life,
after all, was the only path I needed.
That evening, during darshan, I watched Mother Meera, hour after hour, taking head
after head into her hands. I began to think sadly about Ida, stuck in her depression,
struggling through her lifelong pain. Just then, an old blind woman, shabbily dressed,
rose from her chair and was helped by Adilakshmi to the carpet in front of Mother.
When Meera touched her face, I saw the pain drain out of the blind woman’s features.
I closed my eyes and pictured Ida kneeling there, being blessed for the first time. I
imagined the sadness melting from her as my mother had a moment’s peace, a glimpse
of faith, a touch of grace before she died. When I felt Meera’s hands on my own head
that evening, I imagined Ida at my side, taking the blessing with me.

MOTHER MEERA

I packed my bags the next morning—nearly three months to the day since I had arrived—
and climbed the stairs to Mother Meera’s door. When I knocked, she opened it herself.
“I think I understand what you meant now, Mother.” She stood there smiling. Her
eyes were extremely bright. She nodded without saying a word. “Please bless Carole,”
I said. “And my mother.”
“Yes,” she said in her low voice.
“May I come back and stay with you again?” I asked. Mother
Meera looked at me. “The door is always open,” she said.
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An Interview with Deepak Chopra,
author of Total Meditation
photo by Michael Allen

Total Meditation offers a complete exploration and reinterpretation of the physical, mental, emotional, relational, and spiritual benefits that this
practice can bring. Deepak guides readers on how to wake up to new levels of awareness that will ultimately cultivate a clear vision, heal suffering
in your mind and body, and help recover who you really are. Readers will undergo a transformative process, which results in an awakening of
the body, mind, and spirit that will allow you to live in a state of open, free, creative, and blissful awareness twenty-four hours a day.		
											
With this book, Deepak elevates the practice of meditation to a life-changing quest for higher consciousness and a more fulfilling existence. He
also incorporates new research on meditation and its benefits, provides dozens of practical awareness exercises and concludes with a 52-week
program of meditations to help revolutionize every aspect of your life.

Q

For the last 30 years, you have
been at the forefront of the
meditation revolution in the West,
and have written 90 books, yet this
is your first stand-alone book on the
topic. Why now?

DC

I had two motivations. The first
was the high dropout rate after
people learn to meditate. They often
don’t stick with it for more than a short
time. The second was the desire to
find a better way to meditate so that
everyone could adapt it as part of
daily life.

Q

You say that taking up meditation
in the 1980s was a turning point
in your life. How so?

DC

I was a busy, overworked Doctor in Boston with too much
stress and not enough enjoyment in
life. I knew about meditation from my
childhood in India, which prompted
me to try it for myself. And it worked
in all the ways I wanted it to. I’d like
to repeat this story in my readers’
lives now.

Q

How does the practice of "total"
meditation differ from other practices of meditation?

DC

The “total” part is radically
new, I think, and will make all
the difference. People drop meditation mostly because they can’t fit it in
during a crowded day. I propose that
your mind wants to be in a meditative
mode naturally, and you can access
it anytime you wish. No special time

needs to be set aside. You simply notice when you are distracted, upset, or
stressed, and—in less than a minute—
you can return to a calm, centered
state once more. It’s very simple but
also very different from how people
approach meditation right now.

Q

Buddhist monk Thich Nhat Hanh
said: “Meditation is not an evasion: it is a serene encounter with
reality.” Why is this so important for
modern people to hear?

it overturns what all of
DC Because
us were taught, that reality begins “out there” with physical objects
and external events. But nothing is real
unless you experience it, and experience occurs “in here,” in the domain
of consciousness. Here one finds the
“real” reality.

Q

Why is understanding consciousness important to the practice of
meditation?

DC

Although I wrote a whole book
about it, intellectual understanding isn’t necessary compared with the
experience of the meditative state.
Understanding gets you into the picture, so to speak, but then you have
to make the picture your own, which
involves actually meditating.

Q

You say that “if it’s true that we
ourselves are the source of evil,
then a practical solution to evil presents itself: get unstuck.” What does
getting unstuck involve and how does
it make us less evil?

DC

I have felt for decades that socalled evil isn’t cosmic, and it
isn’t built into human nature. We get
stuck in self-defeating and destructive
states for all kinds of reasons. People
do bad things because they mistakenly
believe in their actions and attitudes.
If you unlock these underlying beliefs
and attitudes, the elements of evil
evaporate. We only do things we
believe in, after all. Remove the belief,
and the action disappears.

Q

You observe that: “For thousands
of years people have gotten
out of bed to pursue the same seven
goals.” Can you share these goals and
divulge what the key to achieving all
seven of them is?

DC

All goals are achieved in three
stages: first by becoming aware
of them, second, by identifying with
the goal as valuable, and third, by discovering that you yourself can get to
the goal. All three steps are achieved
in consciousness before any action is
taken, which is why becoming more
aware is vitally important. The seven
goals are:
Safety and security
Success and achievement
Love and belonging
Personal meaning and value
Creativity and discovery
Higher purpose and spirituality
Wholeness and unity
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I think all seven are immediately understood by anyone, but what differs
is how we individually interpret and
carry out each goal. That’s what I try
to embrace, a strategy applicable to
everyone in their own way.

Q

The book contains 52 mantras
that can be used as a year’s
course in mantra meditation. What is
a mantra and what are the benefits of
mantra meditation?

DC

TOTAL MEDITATION: PRACTICES
IN LIVING THE AWAKENED LIFE
by Deepak Chopra
Publisher: Harmony Books
$24.00, ISBN: 9781984825315
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A mantra is a word or phrase
that has a meaning in Sanskrit
but is primarily a tool in meditation for
its frequency or vibration. By giving
the mind this word or phrase to settle
on, certain benefits are aimed for,
such as inner peace, wisdom, and
prosperity. In a more basic way, the
mantra makes it easier for the mind
to settle down into the state of silent
awareness.

Q

People often decrease or abandon their meditation practice
during challenging times. Why is it

especially important to continue to
meditate through stressful situations
like the one we’re all facing with
COVID-19?

DC

The answer, which has dawned
on more people during this
crisis, is that inner peace and calm
have real value. They are not simply
add-ons after you’ve had an exhausting day. Leaving aside the specific
practice you choose, meditation has
proven to be the most direct way to
balance both body and mind. In a
society where being in a mad rush has
become the norm, meditation actually
has more to offer than in a normally
undisturbed setting.

Q

What message of hope do you
have for people struggling with
the current challenges of the world?

DC

I say this: You cannot change
what you are not aware of.
Expand your awareness, and you will
find that level of the mind where all
solutions are found.

Rebel With A Cause
Hasan-i-Sabah and Spiritual Revolution
James Wasserman
Legends and myths have swirled around the Assassins and the Old Man of the Mountain
for centuries. Hasan-i-Sabah was a medieval Persian religious and political leader who
turned the order of his day on its head in service to a higher ideal of Liberty and Truth. He
acted as a servant of the Imam of his faith.The Imam is the true representative of Allah’s
wisdom and inspiration, the leader of the Ismaili community, the shepherd of God’s flock.
In my new book, Hasan-i-Sabah: Assassin Master, Hasan’s life and teachings are given
a close look. It is the most detailed study of him yet written, and includes a sweeping
historical overview of the Near East and Persia, along with much attention to doctrinal
developments within Islam.Together they clearly elucidate the background from which
Hasan-i-Sabah emerged.The ancient history of the region also sheds light on the presentday conflicts and turmoil that continue to inflame the region.

James Wasserman is
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Traditions. A book designer
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book on the Crusades.
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While Hasan died almost exactly 900 years ago (in 1124), his story encapsulates so
much of the world as we know it today. The details of his political battles seem torn
from this morning’s headlines, while his religious ambitions are practiced in the daily
spiritual life of countless people who have probably never heard his name. Anyone in
the magical community who participates in graded hierarchies of spiritual teachings—
whether Golden Dawn, Ordo Templi Orientis, Rosicrucians, Wicca, and their countless
derivatives—owes a debt to Hasan-i-Sabah.
For he created the world’s most successful secret society. Properly known as the Nizari
Ismailis, the medieval sect was more popularly known as the Assassins. Hasan’s brilliance
and fervor were well-timed because he operated during the period of the Crusades, when
West and East came together and the Mystery Traditions were stimulated as seldom
before. The Crusades lasted from 1095 to 1291 and helped to intertwine the cultures of
Christianity and Islam.The Knights Templar and the Syrian Assassins had a long series of
documented historical interactions.Their common creeds as religious warriors involved
service to a higher truth, a zealous belief in the righteousness of their cause, and their
shared appreciation of courage, discipline, and loyalty. We should also remember that
Abraham’s monotheism worships a God who is essentially the same in the three related
religions of Judaism, Christianity, and Islam.
Hasan is believed by many to have been a prime factor in the development of the
Renaissance, which liberated Europe from the darkness and superstition of centuries.The
third- through fifth-century writings of Greek Neoplatonic philosophers had been carried
to Persia by fleeing monks after the sixth century, when the Roman emperor had closed
the pagan monasteries and outlawed religions other than Christianity.The Sasanian king
of Persia welcomed them. Zoroastrianism, like Hermeticism, was perfectly compatible
with the concepts of a supreme, transcendent, and incomprehensible Deity—opening
itself gradually through a refined descent through the levels of Being that its essence
could be better communicated with mankind.Though the Hermetic writings were lost to
the West for a thousand years, Renaissance scholars like Marsilio Ficino and Pico della
Mirandola gained access to them from Eastern sources and brought about a rebirth of
esoteric wisdom in Europe.
Hasan himself was raised in what we would call today an upper middle-class family.
He felt the call of the spirit in adolescence and was introduced through friends to a
minority Shiite offshoot group of schismatics called Ismailis.Their philosophy estranged
them from the majority of Muslims, both Sunnis and Shiites.They were a breakaway sect
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Shiism and Ismailism were spread by conversion, which involves dialogue, a mutual
sharing of ideas and beliefs.This theme of transformation through give-and-take is crucial
to an understanding of Hasan. Ideas totally foreign to either the Arab people or Islam
itself become incorporated into Persian Ismailism by its contact with different cultures.
Mesopotamia is the cradle of Western civilization and its rich spiritual beliefs were a
key part of the Persian culture in which Hasan and Ismailism were active. The Persian
Zoroastrians accepted the concept of semi-divine higher beings like the Imam; as did the
Egyptians of old, who would not have questioned the divine status of the pharaoh; nor
would Jews be concerned with the elevated status of a prophet like Moses who spoke
directly with God.Shiite doctrines like the sacred blood of the Prophet,transferred through
Ali (Muhammad’s nephew) and Fatima (his sole surviving child and wife of Ali) to their
descendants, echoed similar ideas of the House of David among Jews and Christians.

HASAN-I-SABAH: Master Assassin
by James Wasserman,
Foreword by Tobias Churton
Publisher: Ibis Press
$35.00, ISBN: 9780892541942

whose beliefs in a spiritual leader called
the Imam were primary.They had separated
themselves from the majority of Shia in 765.
After being personally recruited by various
missionaries (dais) of the Ismaili faith
for some time, Hasan accepted their
teachings, swore the oath of allegiance,
and was soon promoted to a position of
responsibility.The Gnostic Ismailis believed
in a Neoplatonic celestial hierarchy ruling
life on earth, and taught practices designed
to allow the initiate to rise into higher
consciousness and commune with such
cosmic energies. It was a very different
kind of faith and practice than the Arab
tribal version of Islam that had conquered
Persia some 400 years before Hasan’s birth.

The Shia/Ismaili concept of the living Imam allows for an emotional connection between
the aspirant and his or her master that was not available to the more straitlaced Sunni
acolyte. The ability to direct the disciple’s love of God through the spiritual master is an
ancient practice.The teacher serves as the physical manifestation of the divine principle.
Meanwhile, the anticipated redeemer or Mahdi awaits the divinely ordained moment
for His appearance, silently guiding the Imam in his duty to bring humankind through
the dark hours in which we must all spend our material existence.
Hasan-i-Sabah would learn from his instructors that the Ismailis carry their reverence
and appreciation of the Imam to the highest level of any Shiite sect; that the Imam enjoys
the greatest amount of ilm or Gnosis, and that only he can communicate this to the
community. Hasan’s descendants today are steered by their Imam, Aga Khan IV, and are
one of the most advanced and sophisticated Muslim sects on the planet—competentlyled, broadminded, educated, and self-sufficient. They no longer practice the political
policies of their medieval forefathers, instead substituting education, publishing, modern
institution-building, cultural preservation, medical care, encouraging general prosperity,
and offering social programs for their faithful.
Hasan would also have learned that the Ismailis analyzed creation in vast cycles
composed of incomprehensibly mysterious and profound cosmological eras, and of the
energies operative in each.The Ismailis viewed seven prophets (natiqs) as being charged
with the guidance of humanity. The first six were Adam, Noah, Abraham, Moses, Jesus,
and Muhammad. However, Ismailis added a seventh, Ismail or his son Muhammad ibn
Ismail, to this rarified group of world teachers. Hasan would have realized that accepting
a prophet after Muhammad was an unforgivable blasphemy to orthodox Islam.
Hasan thus understood that these teachings on the nature of the Ismaili beliefs needed
to be conducted in silence and accompanied by ritualized personal pledges. How else
could the Ismaili dais have been protected? How else could they know who to trust?

The remains of Alamut Castle in northern Persia in the Elburz
Mountains. Home to the Nizari Ismailis from 1090 to 1256.
Photo by Alireza Javaheri
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Masyaf Castle in Syria was one of the main
headquarters of the Assassins • Photo by Mewes

How else could a dai be expected to reach
out to others and spread a fundamental
heresy without some kind of oath-taking?
Several years after his initiation and initial
training, Hasan was instructed to travel to
Egypt where he attended a university for
missionaries, focusing on doctrine and
learning techniques of persuasion. After
three years, he left Egypt and returned to
the Mideast. He then traveled through Syria,
Israel, Iraq, and Iran for ten years seeking
to spread the Ismaili teachings of the sole
Imam (dawa).He finally took possession of
a mountainous castle/fortress in northern
Persia known as Alamut in the year 1090.
Strategically apportioned as a defensive
structure, he improved it in such a manner
that it served his community and his
followers for 166 years, functioning as the
headquarters for Ismaili offshoots in Syria,
Afghanistan, and India.
Hasan became infamous because he made
effective use of the policy of assassination,
a powerful tool for a small group, against
the almost-impregnable strength of the
political powers of his day. The name
“Assassin”spread fear among contemporary
rulers from China to England, especially in
Muslim lands. Academics who preached
against the sect were also terrorized, as
were clergy, generals, governors, mayors,
and influential politicians and court
advisors whose policies targeted the group.
And there were many who did disparage
them because the Assassins stood outside
the political and religious order of their day.
While the murder of individual enemies
may be a distasteful thought, it is certainly
a more humane way to conduct a war

for survival than killing mass numbers
of uninvolved civilians or soldiers who
bear no policy responsibility. Unlike
the behavior of modern indiscriminate
terrorists who kill fellow Muslims daily,
Hasan-i-Sabah’s assassinations were few
and laser-focused on policy makers only.
And then there is the tantalizing legend
popularized by Marco Polo in the
fourteenth century and embraced by
bohemian luminaries such as William
Burroughs, Brion Gysin, Mick Jagger, and
your humble author. Whispered rumors
of a hidden Garden resembling that
described in the Quran, with streams of
milk and honey, wine and cool water.
And young men fed opium and hashish,
rendered unconscious, then awakening in
the Garden to be embraced by beautiful
young women skilled in the arts of love.
Then, after four or five days of dalliance in
the Garden, they were drugged again and
carried back to Alamut castle. They were
thereafter willing to carry out any tasks
assigned them by their Master—with no
fear of death, based on his promise to carry
their souls back into the Garden.
Several of the esoteric themes that are
explored in this biography include the
concept of the Assassins as an initiatory
society of graded spiritual ascent. We
know that the Ismaili and Nizari mysteries
included increasing revelations of an
inner doctrine. We know they had a
system of oaths to assure secrecy.The idea
of looking for esoteric meaning within
scripture, exploring the higher reaches of
philosophy to understand Truth, exploring
numerology, Qabalah, and thaumaturgy,

Garden of Delights. A 14th century manuscript illustration from
The Travels of Marco Polo shows the Old Man of the Mountain
serving the drug-filled potion to the young fidais.

asking questions of commonly accepted
ideas—all seem a more than acceptable
way for people to creatively expand their
intelligence—and they are all explored
in this study.
The Qiyama doctrine is another topic
discussed in some depth here. I believe it
may have been one of the most profound
and revolutionary concepts ever uttered
and embraced by a religious community.
The Qiyama declared the immanence of
the “Inner Imam,” what Aleister Crowley
called the “True Will” some 700 years
later. The inner essence of an individual’s
spiritual reality and personal source of
guidance was asserted to be superior to
any rule-making or forced adherence to
outer forms of behavior.This revelation was
proclaimed by the fourth Lord of Alamut in
1164, some forty years after Hasan’s passing.
Later still, the Qiyama teaching helped to
open a lifesaving path for the Nizari Ismailis
among the Persian Sufis.
This book also includes the first English
translation of Rashid al-Din’s 1310 version
of the text of The Biography of Our Master.
Mentioned and quoted repeatedly by all
reliable authors on the Assassins, it had not
been translated before now.There is also a
translation of a purported letter exchange
between Hasan and the Seljuk Sultan
in 1091. We include some 900 footnotes
and nine detailed maps of the regions
discussed in the text. With an extensive
glossary of names and terms, a timeline
of events, along with a comprehensive
bibliography and index, I hope it will prove
a useful study guide for the interested
reader.

Nizam al-Mulk was a bitter enemy of Hasan, and the
first high level political assassination in 1092. From the
Collection of Histories by Rashid al-Din, ca. 1310.
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If we could
remake the world
By Scott Champion

What kind of world would we like to live in if we could choose? What would our economic relationships look like? Would we choose the world we have today, or would we decide for ourselves what our relationships
with one another would look like, person to person and nation to nation? Would we choose a world where the vast
majority of the world’s wealth was held in relatively few hands? Or would we choose its opposite, a world where no
man, woman, or child lacks, where the essentials of life are available to all as a universal right? Why have we never
been asked how we would prefer to live and work and define for ourselves the ideal balance of work and leisure time?
With the active and increasing weight
of neoliberal economic beliefs, which
emphasize “the market” above all
else, the capitalism of yesterday has
rapidly morphed into the financial
capitalism of today, with its intense
focus on stock-market casino
gambling while simultaneously
commercializing every aspect of life
into some form of financed endeavor
or payment stream flowing to the
world’s asset gatherers—bank credit
departments, hedge funds, real estate
investment trusts, rents, mortgages,
and managed retirement accounts.
To support these asset gatherers
requires back-breaking personal debt
accumulation by the participants—
including heavy debts for higher
education—and this emphasis on
debt growth has created a world
with the greatest inequalities and
the largest discrepancies in living
standards in human history.
This neoliberal “religion” is being
imposed on the vast majority of the
world. Such is the power of mental
conditioning that it oftentimes
prevents us from penetrating to
the truth, when we’ve grown up
unquestioningly believing that things
are just a certain way and those ways
are for the best. We are prone to
accepting what we’re told, and with
the complete takeover of US media
by large corporations, this mental
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and psychological conditioning is
getting worse with each passing year.
This problem has become even more
appalling as social media billionaires
control the content of what we
see, increasingly decide what is
“right” for us, and seek to dominate
all information as it pertains to
individual freedom and choice.
The Covid-19 pandemic, together
with the racial and economic justice
demands of the Black Lives Matter
movement, has highlighted the vast
discrepancies between the top and
the bottom—the haves and havenots. On our nightly news, the world
bears witness to the unfairness of
the US healthcare system, where the
very wealthy have access to a very
privileged level of care—including
personal concierge medical doctors—
unimaginable to those on the lower
rungs of the economic ladder. This
difference in level of care is apparent
not only on the individual level but
also when developed nations are
compared to one another. Of the
world’s most developed nations, the
United States is the only country
that does not have national health
care available to all. The Covid-19
pandemic has helped tear away
some of the belief in the superiority
of the US healthcare system, which
is a very good system for those who
can afford the price of entry. For the

middle class (increasingly), the lower
middle class, and the working poor,
excellent healthcare is a fantasy as
they struggle to access even the most
basic health services.
Wi t h f i n a n c i a l m a r k e t g r e e d
reaching unprecedented heights
(and celebrated through heavy
media coverage of billionaire money
managers and tech titans) how could
we possibly change such a captured
system for the better? The wealthy
control virtually all of life’s choices
today, and if we participate in their
system we must abide by their rules.
Great wealth confers on the holder
great power to control and influence
certain aspects of the political
system. For just a few million dollars,
billionaires can and do hire lobbyists
who promise large contributions to
re-election campaigns and Super
PACs (without funding limits), which
allows sitting senators and House
members to continue holding high
office. Money buys an access that is
unimaginable to the middle and lower
classes. Votes are bought and laws are
passed favoring those who pay the
political “commission.”
Once wealth is accumulated, these
wealth holders seek to protect their
fortunes through the political process.
They pay to have laws written in their
favor to benefit particular industries,
to obtain steep tax breaks for their

EVOLVE!
businesses, to allow tax write-offs unavailable to others, and to protect themselves from
competition both inside and outside the nation. This is easy for them to do, as money
talks and buys influence even when it is not in the best interests of the nation. But it
is in the best interests of the wealthy as well as the politicians, so the nation’s greater
interest takes a back seat. The country is sold to the highest bidder as jobs are moved
offshore, hollowing out the country and weakening the middle class even further. As
many have commented, this is socialism for the rich, who exempt themselves from the
destructive capitalism everyone else has to face and find a way to live with. As things
stand today, it seems an uphill battle for the world’s citizens to come to power and
change the world into something that better suits their needs.
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Yet, a keynote of history is that hope rises eternally for a world steeped in suffering.
Fortunately, humanity is not alone in its search for justice in all its myriad forms.
For over three decades, author and artist Benjamin Creme toured the world as a
modern-day John the Baptist, telling of the presence of Maitreya, the World Teacher,
and his group of Masters of Wisdom, who are taking their places in key cities around
the world. For all of human history mankind has never really been alone, maintained
Creme, and today is no exception. The crises of today can and will be solved. Creme
has said that it will take the combined influence of Maitreya and his group, together
with an awakened humanity, to turn the tide, to save the world’s people and restore
the planet to health. In The World Teacher for All Humanity, Creme writes, “The current
global crisis is a spiritual crisis. It is a crisis of Being. Humanity does not know who
it is, what it is, where it comes from, where it is going. It is a spiritual crisis for the
entire world. That spiritual crisis is focused today through the political and economic
fields. That is why we in the West have a total lack of concern. We know and yet put
up with the fact that millions are dying in the East, in Africa, for lack of food which
is rotting away in the storehouses in the Western world. That is a spiritual reality. The
fact that we can put up with that is a spiritual error.”
Maitreya and the Masters are not here to do for us what we are perfectly capable of
doing for ourselves. In Creme’s book The Awakening of Humanity, he says, “Maitreya
is here to advise, guide and teach. He is not here to direct our actions and will not do
so. He is a teacher. The Masters, His immediate disciples, will be available with Their
higher knowledge and experience for help and advice, as also will Maitreya. But we
have to want what we have to do. Maitreya will outline the broad general direction of
our thinking. That is: a sense of the oneness of humanity; the absolute necessity for
sharing the world’s resources; and the ending of war and terrorism as a way of solving
international problems. When we show that we understand this, as much help and
advice as we can use will be provided. But we have to want the changes for ourselves;
willingly, gladly make these changes.”
Creme has said that people power, when galvanized, is the strongest power on Earth.
Nothing can withstand it; nothing can stop it; nothing can resist its demands. With
over two billion people today struggling on one or two dollars a day, surviving without
clean water or sanitation, without food security, and without anything resembling true
healthcare or education, clearly there are two billion who know without any doubt that
this world does not care about them, has forgotten them, and that their own survival
is dependent on unusually poor and corrupt governments in an uncaring world.
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The Masters point out that there is an abundance of food in the world. They see the
problem of hunger and malnutrition as the simple lack of proper distribution and the
collective will to distribute food from where it is to where it is needed. The Masters
are practical. They do not believe in the capitalist’s arguments in favor of market forces
where only those who can meet the market price of food can eat. Creme’s spiritual
Master declared that within two years of Maitreya’s full public advent, no one will
ever go hungry again on this bountiful planet. People power, working out through an
inspired humanity, will insist on solving forever this shameful situation, this neglect.
Maitreya has said, “Take your brother’s need as the measure of your actions and
solve the problems of the world.” No longer will the world be controlled by ideology.
Today the ideologies of capitalism, socialism, and communism appear to have been
decided in favor of capitalism. This will not hold true for very much longer. Maitreya
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will teach that an economic system that takes care of the greatest number of people
sufficiently is one that is a blend of 70 percent socialism and 30 percent capitalism.
He has pointed out that it takes two wheels to make a cart go forward and that this
percentage split between today’s competing economic systems will best provide food,
housing, healthcare, and education to everyone as a universal right. But what would
we expect of the one that the world will come to acknowledge in time as the World
Teacher, other than that his plans would work out in the everyday world through a
willing and cooperating humanity for the highest good of the greatest number of
people? His plans are for everyone, and not just for those born into privilege, and
speculators, and business sociopaths, and the wielders of political power.
While this possibility might appear to be a utopian dream, humanity stands on the
verge of choosing the life it wants for itself. Maitreya will lead, guide, and point the
way into an unimaginably better future for all people and all countries. But humanity
(1922 - 2016)
must decide for itself which changes it wants to implement and how quickly to do so,
Artist, Author, Editor
as nothing will be imposed. Maitreya has said that the heart of humanity is sound, and
& Student of Esoteric Philosophy
that he knows beforehand that we will choose to share the resources of the world so
that all people everywhere can secure for themselves the basic necessities of life. This choice, and its implementation,
will create justice in the world, and from that, peace will inevitably follow. War and fighting will become a thing of
the past, remembered only as we look back on our earlier world and wonder how we ever lived that way.
The following is taken from two messages that were given to Benjamin Creme by his own Master and is offered to
give heart to the current world situation.
Maitreya, Himself, stands ready in the wings, ready to emerge and to face the ignorance of the time. He has
gathered around Him helpers from all the continents, men and women of every race and creed. Together they
are ready to do battle with ignorance and greed, selfishness and cruelty, and are certain of victory.
Come quickly to His side when He emerges. Rally to His Banner of Peace, Justice and Freedom and aid
Him in His mighty work. A new day in the lives of men is dawning, a day unlike aught known before.
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by Robert Moss, (Author of Growing Big Dreams: Manifesting
Your Heart's Desires through Twelve Secrets of the Imagination)

T

he greatest crisis of our lives is a crisis of imagination. We come to a dead stop because there is a barrier in front
of us and we can’t imagine a way to get around or over it. Our work space feels like it is walled with cement blocks
that are closing in tighter every day, but we can’t imagine where we would go if we quit. We can’t breathe in an
airless relationship but can’t imagine how to take off. We look in the mirror, when we dare, and see the age lines, the skin
blemishes, maybe the thinning hair, not the beauty that we may carry inside.
We go on repeating to ourselves the tired old stories, strapped on to us by family or past histories of defeat and
disappointment. Or we cling to past memories of brighter days, or that win on the high school sports field, or that sweet
summer romance, or that medal for valor or that early success that was never repeated. Either way, by nursing grief or
guilt or nostalgia, we manage to go through life looking in the rear vision mirror, stuck in the past, never fully available
to the present moment.
Or we miss the moment by carrying anxiety about the future, playing scenarios for what could go wrong. We give ourselves a
hundred reasons not to take the risk of doing something new, something that would take us beyond the gated communities
of the mind into the wilds of creative adventure.
Conscious of it or not, we go around playing our negative mantras. I’m too old. I’m not pretty enough. I don’t have the money.
People always let you down. People don’t change. I’m so tired. You don’t think you do this? Pause for a moment. Take off the
headphones. Listen to what’s playing on your inner soundtrack. It may be a song. Am I blue?
I confess there are days, especially between snowstorms in a Northeastern winter, when my mood can slump and go the
color of the dirty grey ramparts of ice on the curb in my small gritty city. And more days like these in the shut-up times
of pandemic I don’t want to get out of bed even to walk the dog, who is waiting for me patiently. I may be stirred back to
life by a dream or a cheering message from a loved one or a plan for an ocean beach vacation or a foreign adventure. But
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Adapted from the book Growing Big Dreams: Manifesting Your Heart’s Desires through Twelve Secrets
of the Imagination. Copyright © 2020 Robert Moss. Printed with permission from New World Library.

when I find it is still hard to rise above a
low, lethargic mood and dump those
negative mantras – My legs hurt, I’m
played out, I can’t walk on the ice – I
call in one of the greatest life coaches
I know.
I know him from his most famous book.
Maybe you do too. His book is titled
Man’s Search for Meaning. His name is
Viktor Frankl. He was an Existentialist
– which is to say, someone who believes
that we must be authors of meaning
for our own lives – and a successful
psychiatrist in Vienna before Nazi
Germany swallowed Austria in 1938.
He was a Jew and a free-thinking
intellectual, two reasons for the Nazis
to send him to a concentration camp.
For several years he was in Auschwitz,
the most notorious of the Nazi death
camps.

Nazis had been defeated and Hitler
was a memory. It was an impossible
vision of course, an escapist fantasy.
There was no way he was going to
survive Auschwitz.
But he kept working on his inner
movie, night after night, as director,
scriptwriter, and star. He produced a
scene in which he was giving a lecture in
a well-filled auditorium.. His body had
filled out, and he was wearing a good
suit. The people in the audience were

When the light went out in his world,
he managed to light that inner candle
of vision. Despite the pain in his body
and the screams and groans around
him, he made an inner movie, a film
of a possible life in a world where the
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First, that however tough our situation
may seem to be, we always have the
freedom to choose our attitude, and
this can change everything. Let’s
allow William James to chime in: “The
greatest weapon against stress is our
ability to choose one thought over
another.”
Second, that our problems, however
bad, are unlikely to be quite as bad
as the situation of someone who has
been sent to a Nazi death camp.
That thought may help us to gain
perspective, and to stand back from a
welter of grief and self-pity and rise to
a place where we can start to dream up
something better.
Third, we can make inner movies, and
if they are good enough it is possible
that they will play in the theater of the
world.

In the camp, every vestige of humanity
was taken from him, except what he
could sustain in his mind and his heart.
He was in constant pain, reduced to a
near-skeleton with a tattooed number
on his arm, liable to be beaten or
killed at any moment on the whim of
a guard. He was there to be worked to
death. He watched those around him
shot or beaten or carted off to the gas
chambers every day.
He made an astonishing choice. He
decided that, utterly deprived of
freedom in the nightmare world around
him, he would tend one precious candle
of light within. He would exercise
the freedom to choose his attitude.
It sounds preposterous, if you don’t
know the story of what unfolded. When
people tell us we have a bad attitude in
ordinary circumstances, we are usually
not grateful. The suggestion that we
can choose our attitude when the world
around us seems cold and bleak, or we
have suffered a major setback, even
heartbreak, sounds cruel, and maybe
preposterous. But let’s stay with Viktor
Frankl.

What do we take away from this?

Would you like to make your own
life movies, in which you enjoy the
satisfaction of your deepest desires? Are
you willing to grow a vision of bright
possibility so rich and alive that it wants
to take root in the world?
Here are some secrets of the imagination
that will get you on your way.
GROWING BIG DREAMS: Manifesting
Your Heart's Desires Through
Twelve Secrets of the Imagination
by Robert Moss
Publisher: New World Library
$17.95, ISBN: 9781608687046

intelligent and enthusiastic. The theme
of his lecture was “The Psychology
of the Concentration Camps.” In his
movie, not only were the death camps
a thing of the past; he had retained
the sanity and academic objectivity
to speak about what went on during
the Holocaust from a professional
psychiatric perspective.
This exercise in inner vision, conducted
under almost unimaginably difficult
circumstances, got Viktor Frankl
through. One year after the war, in a
good suit, he gave that lecture as he had
seen himself doing in his inner movies.

Every night, if you make the effort to
catch some of what is going on, you
will find that your dreams take you
beyond what you already know. You
already have a personal film production
company, behind the curtain of the
world, that is making dreams exclusively
for you. That comedy or horror flick,
that romance or action adventure, may
be screened in the night to help you
see where you are and how you are,
or to give you a glimpse of other life
possibilities. In other dreams, you get
out and about, you socialize, you make
visits and receive visitations.
Dreaming, you travel without leaving
home and can be as social as you like.
You are also a time traveler. You travel

to past times, parallel times and into
the possible future. You scout out
challenges and opportunities that lie
ahead. Beyond seeing the future, it is
possible that, dreaming, the observer
effect noted in physics comes into
play and you take part in the selection
of events that will manifest from a
quantum soup of possibilities.
There is even more going on in your
nights. Indigenous wisdom teaches
that through dreams we learn the secret
wishes of the soul. We are called to
follow our heart’s desires, as opposed
to the calculations of the ego and other
people’s agendas and expectations. We
are recalled to our deeper life purpose,
and given sources and resources in a
deeper reality that will help us to follow
our path with heart.

Don’t doubt for a moment that you
have the imagination required to grow
a vision of manifesting your heart’s
desires that can carry you beyond
the stuck places and the dark dreary
times. Your inner child is a master of
dreams and imagination. She knows
the magic of making things up. She
engages effortlessly in the deep play
that generates creative ideas without
regard for consequences. Maybe you
lost contact with her as you started to
grow up and the adult world trod on
her dreams. Maybe there was a time
when her world seemed so cold and
cruel that she wanted to run away, and
may actually have succeeded in running
away, so a safe space in Granma’s house
or a garden behind the Moon. Maybe
this is why you have been in a dream

drought for so long; when she went
away, you lost the beautiful bright
dreamer in you. In chapter two, you
are going to learn how to reclaim that
Magical Child, how to convince her
that you are safe and you are fun so
that you can bring her energy and joy
and imagination into your current life.

The philosopher emperor Marcus
Aurelius came to accept, as a rule for
his own life, that the obstacle may
be the way. When you find yourself
blocked or challenged on your life road,
that may be a prompt for you to look
for a better way, or develop needed
skill or the pluck and perseverance to
see something through. You'll want to
look again at what you feel is blocking
or opposing you on your life road.
Sometimes a block is a pause button,
indicating, Not right now. Try later. You
may discover that a block has been
placed in your way to induce you to
find a better way. For every door that
won’t open or slams shut in your face,
look for one that maybe opening. For
every setback, search for opportunity.
Look for a gift in every wound or
challenge though this can be hard
and may require hindsight from some
distance away.

find us. We do that when we attend to
our dreams and the dreamlike play of
symbols and synchronicity in the world
around us. We want to learn to step out
of the tired old stories we have inherited
from family, from other people telling
us who we are, from personal histories
of failure and defeat. When we are
seized by the Big story, we step beyond
limiting definitions and beliefs. Great
healing becomes available because we
can now draw on the immense energy
that is generated by the sense of serving
a larger purpose and living a mythic life.
The muse, or creative genius, and the
intelligences of the world-behind-theworld come to support our life projects,
because we are following a deeper call.
Your world is as rich or poor, as alluring
or dull, as you can imagine. Listen to
your dreams, let your inner child out
to play, put yourself in a place where
you bigger story can grab you. When
you move in the energy field of a big
dream of life, the world responds to
you, because you are magnetic. You
generate events and encounters that
open new doors, and your days sparkle
with a champagne fizz of magic. Your
dreams speak louder and brighter and
the extraordinary comes to meet you
on any street corner.
On days when you feel down and
defeated, remember Viktor Frankl,
dreaming his way out of the nightmare
of the death camps. On any day, you
have the freedom to choose your
attitude, and this is an exercise in
creative imagination that can change
everything.

Australian Aborigines say that the Big
stories are hunting the right people
to tell them, like predators stalking in
the bush. The trick is to put ourselves
in a place where the Big stories can

ROBERT MOSS is the creator of Active Dreaming, an
original synthesis of modern psychology and shamanism,
and offers workshops on dreaming, creativity, and
shamanism throughout the world. He is also a bestselling
novelist, journalist, and independent scholar.
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It weighs in at around three pounds and packs in a staggering number of neurons--about 100 billion. These tiny information processors are connected through a
complex mindboggling network, and the connections between these nerve cells
have been estimated to exceed the number of stars in the known universe. I am, of
course, talking about the human brain.
The brain in all its complexity manufactures our sensory, mental and emotional experience of ourselves and the
world. Notice I said “manufactures.”
Most of us think we are directly experiencing the world, but this is not
the case. Our brains synthesize all of
our sensory perceptions, thoughts,
feelings and memories into a type of
neuronal mélange that we interpret as
the world. We experience the world
as separate from us, but in fact, our
experience of the world is our brain’s
creation.
Your experience of the world is
unique to you. No one else experiences “the world” in exactly the same
way you do. This is due in a large part
to how your brain developed in utero
and during the formative period of
your childhood.
When you were in utero stem cells
migrated to various locations in your
brain. And where they wound up determined what types of neurons they
would become. The old adage in real
estate is also true when it comes to
neurological property lines—location,
location, location.
For instance, as you may know, the
neurons in the back of your brain
(called the occipital area) are responsible for your ability to see. It is here
where the super-neuronal highway
from your eyes ends. The neurological impressions from your eyes enters
the occipital area upside down, and
it is here in this specialized area of
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your brain where the image is flipped
over right side up. Without this area
of your brain, you would not be able
to see even if your eyes had perfect
sight.
As you read these words, you are not
aware of it, but the neurological networks from your eyes as well as your
occipital area are very active.
At the same time, another region of
your brain, called Wernicke’s area
(located in the vicinity of your left
temple) is allowing you to make
sense of these words and extract their
meaning.
Neuroscience is rapidly mapping
specific areas of the brain and the
neurological regions and networks
responsible for our experience of
both ourselves and the world.
Let us take a quick look at one area
of the human brain that neuroscience
is exploring in greater and greater detail. Interestingly, sages thousands of
years ago knew about this region
of the brain although they
called it something else and
believed it held a secret to
vast expanded states of
consciousness.
This area of the brain is
referred to by physiologists as the Third Ventricle.
Ventricles are openings in
the brain, kind of like a neurological Swiss Cheese. And

HYPOTHALAMUS
PITUITARY GLAND

these ventricular openings receive an
important type of fluid that is circulated up the spine. It is called cerebral
spinal fluid and it has a huge impact
on brain function and performance.
Yogis and yoginis of ancient India
also knew about the Third Ventricle,
but they called it The Cave of Brahma.
Note: The Third Ventricle, in the
diagram below, is an area that is in
the approximate center of the brain.
The Pituitary gland sits at the bottom
left of the Ventricle and the Pineal
gland sits in the upper right portion
of the Ventricle.
Brahma is the Hindu god of creation
and, according to ancient yogic texts,
he created the universe by uttering
the sound OM—the fundamental
primordial vibration responsible for
all things. Although the mythos is different, the Hindu version of creation
somewhat resonates with the Judaic
Christian version of creation (i.e.,
“…and God said let there be light.”).
CEREBRAL CORTEX

PINEAL GLAND

According to yogic philosophy, it is
here in your Cave of Brahma (the
Third Ventricle) that you create your
experience of the world or Maya (the
illusion of duality).
From the yogic standpoint, the dance
of Shakti (subtle energy) within your
Cave affects your perception of yourself and the world. And many of the
techniques of yoga affect this flow
of Shakti—thereby altering your inner and potentially outer perceptual
realms.
Some traditions refer to the Cave
of Brahma as The Esoteric Chamber,
but the view is similar. There is a
dance of subtle energies within the
Third Ventricle that creates and can
re-create our perception of ourselves
and the word.
There are two very important physiological structures within the Third
Ventricle—the pineal gland and the
pituitary gland. The pituitary is the
master regulator of the entire endocrine system—a crucial neurological
structure that is vital to our health.
The pineal gland is a bit more obscure
for several reasons. Physiologically,
the pineal gland is responsible for
producing melatonin, an important
chemical crucial to restorative sleep
as well as our circadian cycles. But
some researchers think the pineal
gland has other purposes as well.
The pineal is the only gland in the
body that is wrapped around a crystalline structure, specifically a crystal
made of calcium carbonite. The
esteemed 17th Century physicist Sir
Isaac Newton fervently believed that
the pineal gland was the seat of the
soul—an idea that modern neuroscience has rejected.
More recently, a brilliant cell biologist by the name of Bruce Lipton has
proposed that the carbonite crystal
operates like a type of antenna that
picks up higher frequency energies
and relays this non-ordinary information to the brain.
His view of the pineal gland and its
unusual abilities to pick up higher

frequency energies shares a similar
view as that held by the sages of
ancient India.
Indeed, this idea of the brain as a
receptor of higher energies is shared
by many diverse yogas, not only those
out of India but also those from
southeast Asia, Tibet (in the form of
tantra or internal energy exploration)
and China (especially in Taoism) as
well as many indigenous shamanic
traditions throughout the world.

Intensive that activates some of the
quantum potentials of your own Esoteric Chamber as well as your pineal
and pituitary glands.
The Golden Octahedron

For the last several decades I have
studied and compared the views and
methods of these diverse traditions
and while there are distinct differences between them, there are also
definitive similarities.
One of these similarities is the belief
that we live in a cosmos of subtle
energies that we can draw upon to
expand our own consciousness and
to increase feelings of both health
and wellness.
The Upper Rooms
The Upper Rooms is a metaphor
to describe higher brain functions
including those that originate from
the Third Ventricle (i.e., The Cave
of Brahma). And as a metaphorical
device, the term is highly accurate
for there are, indeed, many “Rooms”
in the human brain/mind system—
meaning unique abilities.
One of the brain’s many unusual
abilities is that of seemingly connecting with energies and information
outside the realm of the individual
person. In my experience, this type
of subtle energy and transcendent
information is not bound by the
limitations of time, place and circumstance but is connected to a vast
field of information that transcends
our normal perceptions of both time
and space.
In 2019 I presented a workshop to
share this information because I felt
that access to our higher potentials
will be crucial as we move deeper
into this new millennium. I called
that workshop The Upper Rooms. And
I would like to share with you the
basic form of one exercise from this

The Octahedron is one of five Platonic solids. Within Pythagorean and
Platonic schools of philosophy, these
five geometric shapes were imbued
with mystical attributes. Students
were encouraged to contemplate the
significance and use of these geometries to open pathways into other
dimensions of consciousness.
In this activation exercise, you imagine a radiant gold octahedron in
your Esoteric Chamber (the Third
Ventricle). Through the power of
intention, you cause the Octahedron
to rotate and spin. As it does so, it
radiates intense gold light throughout
the Esoteric Chamber and into the
Pineal and Pituitary glands.
In addition to these areas, allow the
gold light to radiate through your
entire brain thereby activating the
intricate network of microfilaments
and microtubules throughout the
brain’s entire neural network. For
those unfamiliar with these terms,
a growing number of researchers
are proposing that minute channels
in the brain—called microfilaments
and microtubules—may be involved
with the brain’s ability to operate at a
much faster and more expanded level
of functioning than just the neuronal
level—a domain of brain functioning
called the quantum level. In my opinion, this quantum potential of the human brain informs many of our spiritual and transcendent experiences.
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Note: You can greatly enhance your experience of The Golden Octahedron by listening to
a psycho-acoustic recording that increases alpha/theta activity in your brain. You can listen
to and/or download a psycho-acoustic recording I created for this general purpose (i.e.,
altering awareness) by going to the Listening section of the website (www tomkenyon.com)
and scrolling down the titles until you see Spatial Cognizance: A Hathor Sound Meditation,
which is available to you free of charge. I suggest you listen to this sound meditation with
headphones or ear buds for maximum effectiveness.
With each strike of the Tibetan bowl imagine that the impulse of sound from the bowl gently
strikes the Octahedron causing it to spin in the center of your Third Ventricle.
You can also view, free of charge, the class handouts from this workshop by going to the
Articles section of the website and look up The Upper Rooms – Class Handouts. Included in
these documents are links to layperson friendly articles as well as links to scientific abstracts
and resources about microfilaments and microtubules.

THE UPPER ROOMS

by Tom Kenyon
Publisher: Tom Kenyon Orb
6 CD Set
$90.00, ISBN:9781931032674

I suspect that the sages of earlier times who discovered the Cave of Brahma through their powers of deep intuition
had, in fact, stumbled into the quantum level of their own brains.
I also think that interacting with and mastering the quantum potentials of our own brains is a pre-requisite for
spiritual evolution and may also prove to be a key to our survival in a world that is rapidly becoming more interconnected and complex. Indeed, our ability to take advantage of our brain’s quantum potential may be what allows us
to see the world in new ways and to create new solutions to the world’s problems.
“We cannot solve our problems with the same thinking that we used when we created them.”
Albert Einstein
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About The Uncommon Tarot
What we all have in common is that we’re all different.
The Uncommon Tarot is an exquisite deck that honors our
rich human diversity.

UNCOMMON TAROT

(78-card deck & 64-page book)
by Shaheen Miro and
Theresa Reed
Publisher: Red Wheel/Weiser
$29.95, ISBN:9781578637140

Artist’s Introduction

Tarot has always been a vehicle for storytelling. A way to see and understand
the human experience. And, a means
for moving beyond the barriers of time,
space, and condition.
My Tarot journey began as a child. My
mother would lay the cards out before
us and simply ask, “What story do you
see? What is happening in the cards?”
This is how I came to view the Tarot as
a moving picture book. The cards began to speak to me, telling their story,
offering illuminated wisdom from hidden places. This was my initiation into
the art of storytelling—through words,
symbols, and images.
Fascinated by the depth and versatility
of the Tarot, I began to see the cards as
a nomadic device for self-expression—
a talisman, a key, a looking glass that
can be carried from place to place,
from story to story, and experience to
experience.
Tarot is a living tapestry that continues
to evolve along with our personal and
collective journeys. It is
a language that we
empower with our
own voice and
expression.
		

But the truth is, you are the oracle, telling your story through the kaleidoscope
of images.
As a mixed media artist, I bring together
disparate parts and add color, texture,
and imagery to create a whole new context and narrative. Inspiration hits me as
a whisper, a disembodied voice seeking
expression through me. I trust and allow this process to unfold, for the story
to be told. I work in deep communion
with the spirit of inspiration—moving,
flowing, and experimenting until all
the fragments are woven together into
a cohesive story.
My vision for The Uncommon Tarot is to
give a voice to our personal and collective stories. To honor and empower the
wisdom of the ages, the ancestors of
our past, the avatars of the future, and

the mystical travelers we are in the here
and now. I believe our life purpose is to
express ourselves fully in this world . . .
in living color.
My dream is for you to find yourself in
this deck, so be curious, be brave, and
speak your truth!
With love,
Shaheen Miro
What Are They Saying?
“The Uncommon Tarot is for everyone,
but mostly for seekers who wish to live
an authentic life. Through the cards,
you step into a little world, a living theatre, that you can reimagine any way
you want to.”
—Theresa Reed, author of Tarot: No
Questions Asked

Shaheen Miro is an intuitive consultant, energy worker, artist, writer, and spiritual nomad.
Through intuitive guidance and spiritual cleansing techniques, Shaheen helps people
transform their lives, concisely manifest their reality, and connect with their spirit.
Shaheen is also the creator of The Lunar Nomad Oracle and author of Lunar Alchemy.
Visit him at www.shaheenmiroinsights.com.

EVOLVE!
“With vivid elegant images from varied cultures and traditions, The Uncommon Tarot brings the traditional tarot scenes
to life in new and thrilling ways. The cards move across ethnicities and genders in ways that are evocative yet always in
harmony with the qualities of the card. Whether you read with the deck, or simply look at the pictures, or, perhaps best of
all, tell stories with them, they will carry you to wondrous places.”
—Rachel Pollack, author of Seventy-Eight Degrees of Wisdom
“Shaheen Miro’s gorgeous tarot deck is uncommon in the best possible way. The Uncommon Tarot’s rich, evocative imagery draws from a variety of cultures, places, and perspectives, offering an expansive collection of
symbols and archetypes. Sometimes cheerful, sometimes haunting, Miro’s complex interpretations of the
familiar cards engage the imagination and inspire us to explore our own depths to gain wisdom from this
timeless oracle.”
—Skye Alexander, author of The Modern Witchcraft Book of Tarot
“Shaheen Miro’s Uncommon Tarot is a heartfelt contribution to the tarot world. Inspired by myth and
devotional art from Eastern and Western traditions, the deck acts as a connector to collective wisdom
and the exceptional, or uncommon experiences that make us unique; within these cards, we may
see the deeper stories of our lives. Vibrant and richly symbolic, this is a truly global tarot that will
resonate with all those who walk the uncommon path.”
—Liz Dean, author of The Ultimate Guide to Tarot and HBO’s Game of Thrones Tarot

Theresa Reed, also known as “The Tarot Lady,” is the host of Tarot Bytes, a
popular podcast with short, bite-sized tarot lessons. She has been a professional tarot reader for over twenty-five years. She is also the author of
Tarot for Troubled Times and Astrology for Real Life.
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ALLOW YOUR
FEARS TO SURFACE
Jesus through Tina Louise Spalding

Pictured: Tina Louise Spalding
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Evolve Featured Products Showcase
Experiments & Experience with Astrology:
Reflections of Methods and Meaning
by Stephan Arroyo
Publisher: CRCS Publications
ISBN: 9780916360733 • $17.95 • 134 pgs

Stephen Arroyo discusses his early years in
astrology, and he provides guidelines for new
ways of understanding many factors in both
individual birth charts and chart comparisons,
including the Ascendant, planetary speed, and
transits. He is the author of nine best-selling
books, which present modern astrology directed
toward self-understanding.

Red Lion: The Elixer of Eternal Life
– An Alchemist Novel
by Maria Szepes
Publisher: Horus Publishing
ISBN: 9780965262170 • $25.95 • 377 pgs

Conceived amidst the horrors and hellfire of the
Second World War, Maria Szepes’ novel about a
man’s search for the Elixir of Life offered a glimpse
of hope at a time of con-flagration. By giving a
broad cosmic perspective to the events touching
the lives of everyone in Europe in those years,
she put human existence in a broader scale
extending beyond daily life and put forth a reason
for existence within the entirety of the Universe.

Babaji’s Kriya Hatha Yoga: 18
Postures of Relaxation
by M. Govindan
Publisher: Kriya Yoga Publications
ISBN: 9781895383034 • $8.00
30 pgs

These 18 postures were selected by
Babaji from among the thousands
which exist to form an efficient system
for rejuvenating the physical body and
preparing it for the more subtle phases of his Kriya Yoga. The immortal Himalayan master
is living proof of their effectiveness. Each posture has several stages, making them suitable
for the beginner and experienced student. The postures are also arranged in pairs, or
counter poses, facilitating the relaxation stage following each posture.

Reiki: The Healing Touch – First & Second
Degree Manual
by William Lee Rand
Publisher: Vision Publications
ISBN: 9781886785038 • $21.95 • 176 pgs

The system of Reiki that became popular in the West was
developed by Mikao Usui Sensei, a Japanese Buddhist,
in 1922-23... It creates many beneficial effects including
relaxation and feelings of peace, security and well being.
Many have reported miraculous results. Hospitals and
doctors’ offices are beginning to include it as part of
their therapy, and this new edition describes several
successful approaches now being used across the country to integrate Reiki into patient
care. This book is a must for anyone wanting the latest information on Reiki.

